Thursday, 25 July

8:30-9:15 Registration and refreshments

9:15-9:30 Welcome: Dr Debjani Ganguly, Head, Humanities Research Centre
April Biccum and Shameem Black, Conference Convenors

9:30-11:00 Plenary Lecture: Professor Roger Keil, York University Canada

*Occupy the strip malls: Re-territorializing our urban political imagination from the periphery of the global city*

11:00-11:30 Morning Tea

11:30-1:00 **Panel 1: What Makes Cities Global?**

Chair: Debjani Ganguly

Michele Acuto, University of Oxford

*Of pioneers and pirates, or: emerging global city strategies*

Craig Bremner, Charles Sturt University

*The Continuous Interior: a living crisis*

Michelle Acuto, University of Oxford

*An urban affair: global city leadership in global governance*

Christian Long, University of Queensland

*Keep Making New Global Cities, We Have Big Budget Action Movies To Make*

1:00-2:00 Lunch

2:00-3:30 **Panel 2: New Politics for the Global City? Resistance and Mobilisation**

Chair: April Biccum

Tommaso Durante, RMIT University

*The Global Imaginary – Sydney and Santiago de Chile: Between globalisation and resistance*

Karey Harrison, University of Southern Queensland

*Occupy and a new ontology of democracy*

Richard Hammond, University of Ballarat

*Authenticity and Occupy: 'The Who' of the 99%*

3:30-4:00 Afternoon Tea
4:00-5:30  **Panel 3: Civilities, Imaginaries, Memorialisation**  
Chair: Rosanne Kennedy  

Hsiu-Ling Kuo, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan  
*International Art Exhibitions as a Means to Globalisation - On the Constraints and Potentials of the Taipei International Biennials*

Alison Atkinson-Phillips, University of Technology Sydney  
*Claiming a place in a global city: who is the public for post-national memorials?*

Alec Thornton, University of New South Wales  
*Space and Food in the City*

Rachel Sweeney, Liverpool Hope University  
*SKIN CITY: globalised spectatorship within immersive theatre practice*

7:30  
Dinner, Vivaldi’s Restaurant, ANU Arts Centre, University Ave

**Friday, 26 July**

9:00-9:30  
Registration and refreshments

9:30-11:00  **Panel 4: Migration and Exile**  
Chair: Shameen Black

Helen Berents, University of Queensland  
*Marginal Lives, Excluded Narratives: Internal Displacement, the Urban Periphery and New Articulations of Belonging*

Mammad Aidani, University of Melbourne  
*Smiling Faces in an Exilic City: The unique faces of the vanishing*

Richard Hu, University of Canberra  
*Redefining Migration in Global Cities: A case study of Sydney*

11:00-11:30  
Morning Tea

11:30  
Conference close

Convenors:  
Dr Shameem Black, ANU. E: shameem.black@anu.edu.au  
Dr April Biccum, ANU. E: april.biccum@anu.edu.au